
Welcome to the MCB Virtual Office Hours, we will begin at 2pm EST!

Please submit questions by selecting the Q&A icon available to you on 
WebEx, and please set the ‘Ask’ option to ‘All Panelists’

Division of 
Molecular and Cellular Biosciences (MCB)

Virtual Office Hours



Submit your 
questions via 
the Q&A icon on 
your screen and 
set the Ask 
option to “All 
Panelists”

MCB Virtual Office Hour
Question and Answers Session:

Select the “Q&A” icon on 
the bottom of your screen 

Select “All Panelists” and 
enter questions in box

- For specific questions about your project,
please contact a Program Director 



MCB Virtual Office Hour

Today’s Topic

Funding Opportunity:
Planning for a Molecular and Cellular 

Information Synthesis Center

Submit your questions via the chat/message box on your screen !



What is a Synthesis Center?



What is a Synthesis Center?
An interdisciplinary endeavor to:
• Organize and synthesize existing data and information in a 

scientific field in order to extract novel knowledge.
• Provide the necessary support, including infrastructure, 

culture and leadership, to promote information synthesis on a 
large scale.

• Create a collaborative environment for cross-fertilization 
and generation of novel ideas and approaches ( scientific and 
organizational) to address complex challenges.

• Train a diverse cohort of scholars for a lasting impact on    
the field.



The vast amount of distributed knowledge in molecular and 
cellular biology requires immersive collaborations, synthesis and 
integration in order to 
• stimulate novel questions
• develop innovative research and analytical strategies
• answer long-standing puzzles
• test novel organizational models
• tap new talent
• train a future workforce 
to pursue solutions to scientific and societal challenges.

Why explore a possibility of
Molecular and Cellular Information Synthesis Center ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arcady says: the two paragraphs in v1 were kind of the same. I rearranged the content – what do you think?Looks good to me. I added an article to last blue line



Examples of NSF-funded Synthesis Centers

NESCent: National Evolutionary Synthesis Center
https://nescent.org

SESYNC: National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center
https://www.sesync.org

NIMBioS: National Institute for Mathematical and Biological Synthesis
http://www.nimbios.org

NCEAS: National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis
https://www.nceas.ucsb.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script:NSF has a history of supporting information synthesis and integration at key junctures in scientific disciplines.This slide lists some Synthesis Centers that have been funded by NSF at >$20 million per 5-year increments, and have engaged thousands of investigators, built new research communities and led to striking progress in their fields.

https://nescent.org/
https://www.sesync.org/
http://www.nimbios.org/
https://www.nceas.ucsb.edu/


What does a Synthesis Center look like?
Stephanie Hampton, Director, Division of Environmental Biology, NSF
Deputy Director of NCEAS (2006-2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Script:To give a sense of what a Synthesis Center can accomplish for a scientific field and community, we have invited Dr. Stephanie Hampton, currently Director of the Division of Environmental Biology at the NSF to share insights from her experience as Deputy Director of the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis.



Image: Coauthor connections of publications from the
National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

S.E. Hampton
2 Dec 2020
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gfsc.nasa.gov

West Nile Virus prediction

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Challenges at scales individuals can’t address

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like a lot of sciences, ecology has a long history of having a very individualistThe biggest challenges facing ecology and the other other sciences can’t be met individually – they are global and cross all manner of boundaries from political to disciplinary. Interactive effects of land use and climate change on disease dynamics. In the 1990s ecologists became interested in how to synthesize the data they were collecting to help to address new challenges bigger than one small team could do alone



Measuring Giant Petrel chick (NSF)

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Ecology has a 
lot of 
independent, 
“hand 
collected” 
data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We already had so much data we could bring to these big challengesIn addition to all this hand collected data dispersed among 10s of thousands of researchers – counting and measuring birds, mice, mosquitoes, beetles, plants, you name it, we now also have massive amounts of new data streams



Dust storm in Colorado and Kansas, 11 Jan 2013 (NASA MODIS) visibleearth.nasa.gov

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Several decades of  remote sensing data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remote sensing transforms our ability to harvest information about the earth at many scales – from satellite imagery like this showing a recent dust storm
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NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Measuring carbon dioxide flux with sensor tower; B. Zenone, MSU

Automated sensors streaming data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensors deployed throughout terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, taking frequent measurements, such as temperature, current velocity, or the flux of gases that tell us about an ecosystem’s metabolism at large like this carbon dioxide flux tower
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Painted bunting tracking (Andrea Contina, University of Oklahoma)

Sensors providing diverse,  high-resolution data

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensors are providing data at even finer scale, at high volume, and high resolution, like this tiny sensor that will track where birds are moving
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Data from 
biochemical markers 
to understand where 
organisms have gotten 
resources over their 
lifetimes

Tree rings provide windows into trees’
seasons of growth; Daniel Griffin, 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now have huge data sets about Biochemical markers like stable isotopes and fatty acid profiles to understand where plants and animals have gotten their resources, where animals have been, what they have eaten



Dan Janzen (CC-BY-NC-SA) 
Encyclopedia of Life

Morpho justitiae

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And of course the diverse genetic data so important for understanding distributions and evolution of species and populations



Ecology has hundreds 
of years of data! 

What can we learn 
about fundamental 
principles in ecology 
based on data 
already in hand? Do 
unifying laws emerge?

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

In urgent, data-poor situations, what can we 
already know based on diverse data in 
hand?

Bird data collection; J. Marzluff, UW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With so much data at hand - what we really need is people working together to synthesize those data, to see what we can know with existing data, already in hand – not just computer scientists running algorithms on data, but real collaborations of people who deeply understand the data and the most critical biological questions. to focus on learning about fundamental principles in ecology and taking a new approach to addressing long-standing questions in ecology



National Center for Ecological Analysis & Synthesis
1995-2017 (NSF); continuing with diverse funds

• Focus on existing data only; no new data

• Informatics for the human-computer interface

• Collaboration

• Capacity-Building

18

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSF called for its first synthesis center to bring together diverse existing data – to collect NO NEW DATA. The center would provide informatics support, support for collaboration, and building capacity in the ecological community at large, not focused at a single set of institutions as would be usually the case for centers



”Grassroots” participation, 
not a fixed set of 
participants

5,000 visitors

200+ Working groups

150+ Residents 
Postdocs
Sabbaticals

National Center for 
Ecological Analysis & 
Synthesis 1995-2017

19Working groups at NCEAS

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over several decades, the center has engaged over 5,000 participants, hosted 200 working groups, and over 150 postdocs and sabbaticals who come together around big ideas and the promise of doing exciting science



Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) working group
- 26+ peer-reviewed papers
- Reserve planning tool (MARXAN)
- Collaboration in designing Channel Islands 

Marine Protected Areas

Collaboration at  NCEAS – one example

NOAA Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll give just one concrete example of what they did. Governments and conservation groups had wanted to design marine protected areas that would maximize protection of marine resources but also minimize impacts on recreation and fisheries as much as possible. This group of several dozen researchers brought data about fish communities, connections among habitats, and even policy and social science to try to design these reserves. Ultimately they worked with several agencies to develop a plan for the CI MPA, and the software tool they developed became an industry standard for reserve design – MARXAN – and they were prolific in high impact publications
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NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

National Center for 
Ecological Analysis & 
Synthesis 1995-2008

Hampton & 
Parker. 2011. 
Bioscience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at all the NCEAS publications for one time period that was easy for me to grab, you can see that when ecologists come to NCEAS they have a reasonable expectation that it will involve them in very high impact science. Not only are NCEAS projects prolific but products are widely read and used as evidenced by an impact factor that became similar to that of PNAS as the center matured 



Hackett et al. 2008. 
Scientific Collaboration on the Internet. MIT Press.

Change in culture? 
Sociologists have studied 
BIO’s synthesis centers for 
years!

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Hackett et al (2008) surveys

• 74% more collaborative

• 77% more willing to share data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sociologists got involved pretty early at NCEAS – seeing it as an unusual opportunity to study scientific collaboration – several were embedded and have made much of their careers focused on data synthesis as a social process. This pub led by Ed Hackett asked whether NCEAS had changed culture after 10 years, in a survey of participants who indicated that they were more collaborative and more willing to share data following this experience. A finding we have seen reflected through other methods…



18+ institutions modeled explicitly on NCEAS

5,000+ visitors
200+ residents

Calibrate to 10,000 
members of the 
Ecological Society of 
America 

NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Change in culture? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we think about what that kind of change in attitude and practice means, the effect can be quite large for the field as a whole. With 5,000 unique participants, nearly half of the field of ecology has some connection to NCEAS. You can calibrate by the fact that the main ecological professional society has 10K members.In addition, 18 or more institutions worldwide modeled themselves on NCEAS, telling us that reserachers worldwide understand the benefits of this approach.



NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Social scientists’ text analysis of 
BIO synthesis center 
publications

Hackett et al. 
2021. Do Synthesis 
Centers 
Synthesize? 
Research Policy 
50: 104069

Analysis suggests higher diversity by some but not 
all metrics & higher impact by several metrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I’ll close with some of the most recent results from sociologists who studied the publications of two synthesis centers – using text analysis they see the opportunity to ask whether the resulting pubs are really that different from the larger body of literature from our subfields. In essence, do synthesis centers synthesize? And in short, yes, these pubs are different in the way topical diversity is represented. And, as has been found previously, the publications are more highly cited (twice as many citations and twice the probability of being among the top 5% of all articles – “hits”), even when accounting for other factors, suggesting that the research community broadly values these products.[more diverse (than a broader corpus) in terms of topical variety and “evenness” BUT surprisingly less diverse when “disparity” is considered. Re disparity, the topics are not as far away from each other in multivariate space, even though there is a greater variety and more even treatment of topics in each paper – our interpretation is that synthesis center papers tackle ideas that are “ripe for synthesis.” ]



NSF MCB Virtual Office Hours: an example of how 
data synthesis initiatives have changed ecology 

Publications about BIO’s synthesis centers

Hackett et al. 2008. Ecology Transformed: The National 
Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis and the 
Changing Patterns of Ecological Research in Scientific 
Collaboration on the Internet. MIT Press.

Hampton & Parker. 2011. Collaboration and productivity in 
scientific synthesis. Bioscience 61: 900-910

Baron et al. 2017. Synthesis centers as critical research 
structure. BioScience 67: 750–759

Hackett et al. 2021. Do Synthesis Centers Synthesize? 
Research Policy 50: 104069

S.E. Hampton
2 Dec 2020



Dear Colleague Letter: NSF 21-017
Transformation of Molecular and Cellular Biosciences 

Research through Information Synthesis and Integration

Funding is available for planning conferences to build networks of 
scientists to formulate ideas for Molecular and Cellular Information 
Synthesis on a large scale. Conference programs must address:

(i) Scientific themes appropriate for a center-scale investment
(ii) Modes of organization and community engagement
(iii) Resource requirements
(iv) Broadening participation and inclusion
(v) Seeding and training future talent.

Opportunity: Conference Funding to plan for a Synthesis Center

https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2021/nsf21017/nsf21017.jsp


What are desired outcomes of the planning conferences?

Outcomes for the community:

Scientific themes inspiring an impactful center. 

Identification of the organizational structure and leadership that would 
maximize the success of the center. 

Strategies for engaging a community of diverse, multi-disciplinary 
researchers in fulfilling the synthesis center goals.
Approaches to training the future scholars and educators.

Outcomes for NSF:
Community input for developing future opportunities. 



Contact Program Officers:

Charlie Cunningham chacunni@nsf.gov
Manju Hingorani mhingora@nsf.gov
Arcady Mushegian amushegi@nsf.gov
Marcia Newcomer mnewcome@nsf.gov

For more information on MoCeIS

mailto:chacunni@nsf.gov
mailto:chacunni@nsf.gov
mailto:amushegi@nsf.gov
mailto:chacunni@nsf.gov


Submit your 
questions via 
the Q&A icon on 
your screen and 
set the Ask 
option to “All 
Panelists”

MCB Virtual Office Hour
Question and Answers Session:

Select the “Q&A” icon on 
the bottom of your screen 

Select “All Panelists” and 
enter questions in box

- For specific questions about your project,
please contact a Program Director 



Next MCB Virtual Office Hour:  Jan 13, 2021, 2-3pm EST  

Topic:  Molecular and Cellular Biosciences at NSF      
– Priorities and Opportunities

https://mcbblog.nsfbio.com/office-hours/

MCB Virtual Office Hour
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